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Lots of Pervasive Devices and Web services producing dat a about us!
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Copenaghen WheelCopenaghen Wheel
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OutlineOutline

•• Mobility Data and ApplicationsMobility Data and Applications

•• LongLong--term mobility dataterm mobility data

–– The whereabouts diaryThe whereabouts diary

–– Routine extraction from dataRoutine extraction from data–– Routine extraction from dataRoutine extraction from data

•• ShortShort--term mobility dataterm mobility data

–– POI discovery from Flickr photo streamPOI discovery from Flickr photo stream

–– Sport city dynamics from Nokia Sport Sport city dynamics from Nokia Sport 
TrackerTracker

•• Future directionsFuture directions
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Mobility DataMobility Data

• Mobility data is one of the first example of data from 
pervasive technology going mainstream.

• It is a first link between the Web and the physical 
world.

• The number and availability of whereabouts data is • The number and availability of whereabouts data is 
rapidly increasing…
– Google Latitude

– Yahoo Fire Eagle / Friends on Fire

– FourSquares

– Facebook Places

– Gowalla

– Geotagged photo (Flickr, Picasa)

– Geotagged tweets
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ApplicationsApplications

•• The number of applications that can take advantage of such data The number of applications that can take advantage of such data 
is hugeis huge

•• Maps and navigationMaps and navigation

•• LocationLocation--based searchbased search

•• LocationLocation--based personalized serachesbased personalized seraches

•• LocationLocation--based social networksbased social networks

•• Novel application rely on the fact that mobility data is a mean to Novel application rely on the fact that mobility data is a mean to 
gather information about users and their environmentgather information about users and their environment
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UserUser--centerd Applicationscenterd Applications

•• Pervasive Advertisement.Pervasive Advertisement. An application could show commercials to the An application could show commercials to the 
user that are personalized on the basis of the diary. user that are personalized on the basis of the diary. 

•• Tourists recommendatons. Tourists recommendatons. You like museums, the application You like museums, the application 
recommends other similar places.recommends other similar places.

•• Personalized Navigation.Personalized Navigation. navigation routes with the goal of navigation routes with the goal of •• Personalized Navigation.Personalized Navigation. navigation routes with the goal of navigation routes with the goal of 
reducing route complexity and cognitive burden.reducing route complexity and cognitive burden.

•• Life Logging, Life BloggingLife Logging, Life Blogging
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EnvironmentEnvironment--centered Applicationscentered Applications

•• Identify places and POI. Identify places and POI. ““Which are the most crowded pubs on Saturday night?Which are the most crowded pubs on Saturday night?”, “”, “Which Which 
are the restaurants visited by people living in my neighborhood?are the restaurants visited by people living in my neighborhood?”, etc. The results can be used ”, etc. The results can be used 
to retrieve and recommend Web content.to retrieve and recommend Web content.

•• Identify events.Identify events. If a large number of people visit a specific location in Barcelona, say Camp If a large number of people visit a specific location in Barcelona, say Camp 
Nou, on the same day, we may infer that there is an important event, such as a concert or a Nou, on the same day, we may infer that there is an important event, such as a concert or a 
soccer game, happening at that location. soccer game, happening at that location. soccer game, happening at that location. soccer game, happening at that location. 

•• Urban Planning.Urban Planning. Mobility data may be used to inform how businesses or infrastructure are Mobility data may be used to inform how businesses or infrastructure are 
distributed across the city, so as to foster their placement (and opening time) where they are distributed across the city, so as to foster their placement (and opening time) where they are 
most required and would be most useful. most required and would be most useful. 

•• Disaster recovery scenariosDisaster recovery scenarios, the actual distribution of people at the time of the disaster , the actual distribution of people at the time of the disaster 
((e.g.e.g., earthquake) could be a critical asset to organize a contingency plan and prioritize , earthquake) could be a critical asset to organize a contingency plan and prioritize 
resources. An analysis and prediction of where people are in the city at certain times of the day resources. An analysis and prediction of where people are in the city at certain times of the day 
and year can be combined with locations of hospitals, doctors and transportation. and year can be combined with locations of hospitals, doctors and transportation. 
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Theoretical ChallengesTheoretical Challenges

•• Making sense of dataMaking sense of data

–– How to code personalized advertisement?How to code personalized advertisement?
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Theoretical ChallengesTheoretical Challenges

•• Making sense of dataMaking sense of data

–– What are the POI?What are the POI?
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Theoretical ChallengesTheoretical Challenges

•• So as to provide usable knowledge to applicationsSo as to provide usable knowledge to applications
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Practical ChallengesPractical Challenges

•• Get access to datasetGet access to dataset

•• Get access to ground truth informationGet access to ground truth information

•• Long term mobilityLong term mobility. Tracking a user 24by7. Tracking a user 24by7

–– Difficult to get large datasetDifficult to get large dataset

–– Strong privacy issuesStrong privacy issues–– Strong privacy issuesStrong privacy issues

–– Geared toward userGeared toward user--centered applicationscentered applications

–– Example. Example. Google Latitude Data.Google Latitude Data.

•• Short term mobilityShort term mobility. Trackng a user during specific activities (e.g., . Trackng a user during specific activities (e.g., 
taking a picture)taking a picture)

–– Easier to get large dataset (but it is never large enough)Easier to get large dataset (but it is never large enough)

–– Hard to get groundtruth dataHard to get groundtruth data

–– Geared toward environmentGeared toward environment--centered applicationscentered applications

–– Example.Example. Flickr photosFlickr photos
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PrivacyPrivacy
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Four Exemplary ResearchesFour Exemplary Researches

To show possible approache to tackle the above challenges To show possible approache to tackle the above challenges 
both in the long and in the short scaleboth in the long and in the short scale
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1. 1. The Whereabouts DiaryThe Whereabouts Diary

LongLong--term tracking of GPS tracesterm tracking of GPS traces
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What is it?What is it?

•• TheThe whereaboutswhereabouts diarydiary isis anan application,application, runningrunning onon aa GPSGPS--equippedequipped
handheldhandheld devicedevice thatthat recordsrecords thethe listlist ofof relevantrelevant placesplaces visitedvisited byby thethe
useruser.. TheThe diarydiary runsruns autonomouslyautonomously withoutwithout requiringrequiring user’suser’s
interactionsinteractions andand isis ableable toto classifyclassify semanticallysemantically thethe placesplaces beingbeing
visitedvisited inin anan unsupervisedunsupervised wayway..

•• TheThe placesplaces wewe gogo cancan revealreveal somethingsomething aboutabout usus,, andand cancan bebe usedused asas aa
surrogatesurrogate oror aa complementcomplement toto formform aa betterbetter useruser profileprofile..

–– ForFor example,example, aa matchmakingmatchmaking applicationapplication couldcould inferinfer thatthat twotwo personspersons areare
compatiblecompatible givengiven thethe factfact thatthat theythey visitvisit almostalmost thethe samesame placesplaces..

–– ifif thethe placesplaces areare taggedtagged semanticallysemantically (e(e..gg..,, work,work, home,home, pub,pub, etcetc..)) thethe
applicationapplication couldcould inferinfer moremore advancedadvanced relationshipsrelationships amongamong thethe personspersons..
ForFor example,example, twotwo personspersons visitingvisiting thethe samesame “work”“work” placeplace couldcould bebe
markedmarked asas colleaguescolleagues,, whilewhile personspersons visitingvisiting thethe samesame “home”“home” placeplace
couldcould bebe markedmarked asas relativesrelatives..
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Creating the DiaryCreating the Diary

•• TheThe constructionconstruction ofof thethe diarydiary isis anan incrementalincremental processprocess

•• StartingStarting fromfrom thethe loglog ofof thethe GPSGPS readingsreadings (or(or ofof otherother kindkind ofof
localizationlocalization devices),devices), itit isis possiblepossible toto runrun segmentationsegmentation andandlocalizationlocalization devices),devices), itit isis possiblepossible toto runrun segmentationsegmentation andand
clusteringclustering algorithmsalgorithms toto inferinfer thethe placesplaces wherewhere thethe useruser hashas beenbeen
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Diary based on GPS coordinatesDiary based on GPS coordinates

Longitude Latitude Time

11°16'43.17"E 48° 5'11.75"N Sept. 20, 2010, 8:35am-10:45am

… … …
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Diary based on addressesDiary based on addresses

•• Using Using inverse geocodinginverse geocoding services it is possible to identify the addresses services it is possible to identify the addresses 
associated to the identified places.associated to the identified places.

Address Time

H-1021 Budapest, Pálos
utca 2, Hungary

Sept. 20, 2010, 8:35am-10:45am
utca 2, Hungary

… …

•• In general, because of errors in GPS readings multiple addresses are In general, because of errors in GPS readings multiple addresses are 
retrieved…. retrieved…. 
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Diary based on placesDiary based on places

•• The diary can look for a particular address in The diary can look for a particular address in yellow and white pages servicesyellow and white pages services
to identify what is in a particular address.  to identify what is in a particular address.  

Place Time

Europa Hotels & Congress Center Sept. 20, 2010, 8:35am-10:45am

… …… …

•• Moreover, the diary can Moreover, the diary can mine the Webmine the Web looking for what is happening in that looking for what is happening in that 
place at that time.  place at that time.  

Place Time

Perada Assyst Summer School 2010 Sept. 20, 2010, 8:35am-10:45am

… …
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Diary based on personalized placesDiary based on personalized places

•• If the user activities are profiled in some way (e.g., the diary may If the user activities are profiled in some way (e.g., the diary may 
know a priori that the user tends to stay at home at night), then the know a priori that the user tends to stay at home at night), then the 
diary application can give labels to places by looking at the temporal diary application can give labels to places by looking at the temporal 
patterns in which places are visited. For example, the place most patterns in which places are visited. For example, the place most 
visited at night during weekdays can be meaningfully labeled as visited at night during weekdays can be meaningfully labeled as 
“Home”. “Home”. 

Place Time

Working place Sept. 20, 2007, 8:35am-10:45am

… …

•• In its final form the diary represents a powerful source of context In its final form the diary represents a powerful source of context 
information allowing to extrapolate user’s habits, preferences and information allowing to extrapolate user’s habits, preferences and 
routine behavior. routine behavior. 
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This is how the Whereabouts Diary This is how the Whereabouts Diary 
shouldshould work….work….shouldshould work….work….

Let’s see our implementation…Let’s see our implementation…
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Diary based on GPS coordinatesDiary based on GPS coordinates

•• the GPS signal is lost for at least T seconds and it is rethe GPS signal is lost for at least T seconds and it is re--acquired later on at a acquired later on at a 
distance of less than L meters from where it was lost. distance of less than L meters from where it was lost. This reflects the This reflects the 
situation in which a user enters a building and leaves it after some timesituation in which a user enters a building and leaves it after some time. . 

–– Some empirical evaluations let us to set T = 20 minutes, L = 20 meters. Some empirical evaluations let us to set T = 20 minutes, L = 20 meters. 

–– The constraint on time is important to wash out GPS signal glitches, The constraint on time is important to wash out GPS signal glitches, 

–– the constraint on space is useful to avoid those situation in which the the constraint on space is useful to avoid those situation in which the 
GPS has been shut down and the user moves away.GPS has been shut down and the user moves away.GPS has been shut down and the user moves away.GPS has been shut down and the user moves away.

•• The GPS readings over a time window of W seconds are clustered within a The GPS readings over a time window of W seconds are clustered within a 
radius of R meters from each other. radius of R meters from each other. This reflects the situation in which the This reflects the situation in which the 
user stays for a long time in a place like a park or a squareuser stays for a long time in a place like a park or a square. . 

–– Some empirical evaluations let us to set W = 20 minutes, R = 100 Some empirical evaluations let us to set W = 20 minutes, R = 100 
meters.meters.
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Experiments Set upExperiments Set up

•• We collected our own GPS traces for 3 weeks as we went about our We collected our own GPS traces for 3 weeks as we went about our 
normal lives. normal lives. 

–– Each member carried a PDA connected with a Bluetooth GPS Each member carried a PDA connected with a Bluetooth GPS 
reader and running the reader and running the Whereabouts Diary J2ME applicationWhereabouts Diary J2ME application..

–– GPS signal has been acquired at 0.1Hz and processed on the fly GPS signal has been acquired at 0.1Hz and processed on the fly –– GPS signal has been acquired at 0.1Hz and processed on the fly GPS signal has been acquired at 0.1Hz and processed on the fly 
by the handheld device. Overall, 25 places were identified as by the handheld device. Overall, 25 places were identified as 
relevant.relevant.

–– GroundGround--truth information about the places where we have been, truth information about the places where we have been, 
were recorded. were recorded. 
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GPS PerformanceGPS Performance

•• The algorithm is The algorithm is correct in 84.7% of the casescorrect in 84.7% of the cases (detected place is (detected place is 
close (< 20 m) to the groundclose (< 20 m) to the ground--truth data.truth data.

Incorrect Results Breakdown
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•• wrongwrong:: the user is in a place, the user is in a place, 
but the diary reports he is in but the diary reports he is in 
a different placea different place

•• false negativefalse negative:: the user is in the user is in 
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or •• false negativefalse negative:: the user is in the user is in 
a place, but the diary reports a place, but the diary reports 
he is movinghe is moving

•• false positivefalse positive:: the user is the user is 
moving, but the diary reports moving, but the diary reports 
he is in a place. he is in a place. 

•• The The highhigh--percentage of false negativepercentage of false negative results is due to the fact sometimes the results is due to the fact sometimes the 
GPS takes a long time before acquiring the signal. Thus, it can happen that a user GPS takes a long time before acquiring the signal. Thus, it can happen that a user 
leaves a building, and the trace of the GPS is acquired only when he is already far leaves a building, and the trace of the GPS is acquired only when he is already far 
awayaway
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GPS PerformancesGPS Performances
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Diary based on addressesDiary based on addresses

•• We developed a “reverse” geocoding for our region, on the basis of We developed a “reverse” geocoding for our region, on the basis of 
maps available from a commercial navigator software. maps available from a commercial navigator software. 

•• Street numbers are evenly spread on the street lengthStreet numbers are evenly spread on the street length

•• The coordinates are mapped to the closer map entry (i.e., address) The coordinates are mapped to the closer map entry (i.e., address) •• The coordinates are mapped to the closer map entry (i.e., address) The coordinates are mapped to the closer map entry (i.e., address) 
being available. being available. 
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Reverse Geocoding PerformanceReverse Geocoding Performance

% Places Associated to a Given Number of Addresses
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•• The address of almost half of the places can be retrieved uniquely The address of almost half of the places can be retrieved uniquely 
(this is the case of large buildings (this is the case of large buildings –– like the departments of our like the departments of our 
university). university). 

•• Some places produce more than 10 associated addresses. This is the Some places produce more than 10 associated addresses. This is the 
case of small buildings in the center of the citycase of small buildings in the center of the city

•• NOTE.NOTE. Those distributions are based on the 25 identified places, thus Those distributions are based on the 25 identified places, thus 
they are not very stable… they are not very stable… 
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Diary based on PlacesDiary based on Places

•• We screenWe screen--scraped information coming from a widely used online scraped information coming from a widely used online 
whitewhite--pages servicepages service ((www.paginebianche.itwww.paginebianche.it) in our region allowing to ) in our region allowing to 
query for who is at a given address. query for who is at a given address. 

•• Each geocoded address belonging to a given place (as provided by Each geocoded address belonging to a given place (as provided by 
the previous step) is looked up in the whitethe previous step) is looked up in the white--pages and the pages and the 
corresponding business is retrieved. corresponding business is retrieved. 
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Business Search PerformanceBusiness Search Performance

% Places Associated to a Given Number of Businesses
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•• The actual place can be retrieved in only 40% of the casesThe actual place can be retrieved in only 40% of the cases. Moreover, the number . Moreover, the number 
of businesses being retrieved is almost independent of whether the correct place of businesses being retrieved is almost independent of whether the correct place 
has been found or not. This is either due to localization or whitehas been found or not. This is either due to localization or white--pages errorspages errors
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Diary based on Personalized PlacesDiary based on Personalized Places

•• For each place being identified, the diary creates a For each place being identified, the diary creates a Bayesian networkBayesian network
to analyze the temporal pattern in which the place has been visited to analyze the temporal pattern in which the place has been visited 
by the user.by the user.

Weekend = false, Kind of Place = home

time 11pm-
6am

7am 8am 9am-
1pm

2pm-
5pm

6pm-
7pm

8pm 9pm 10pm

P(happens) =
true

0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
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Performance of the Bayesian NetworksPerformance of the Bayesian Networks

•• Overall, our approach Overall, our approach classifies the places correctly in 64% of the classifies the places correctly in 64% of the 
cases. cases. 

•• In order to better analyze the results we tried to assess the In order to better analyze the results we tried to assess the 
confidence of the diary in its own classification confidence of the diary in its own classification –– most probable most probable 
estimate (MPE). To this end, we compute the estimate (MPE). To this end, we compute the information entropyinformation entropy of of 
the resulting distributions. the resulting distributions. 

–– The lower the entropy, the more the system is confident about The lower the entropy, the more the system is confident about 
the MPEthe MPE (i.e., the distribution peaks on the MPE value). (i.e., the distribution peaks on the MPE value). 

–– The lower the entropy, the more the system is confident about The lower the entropy, the more the system is confident about 
the MPEthe MPE (i.e., the distribution peaks on the MPE value). (i.e., the distribution peaks on the MPE value). 

Entropy Analysis
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DiscussionDiscussion

•• In the end, In the end, accuracy will be the key measureaccuracy will be the key measure in which the diary will in which the diary will 
be evaluated. If the diary is wrong, the applications that use it risk be evaluated. If the diary is wrong, the applications that use it risk 
being rendered useless.being rendered useless.

–– Other kind of sensing devices and algorithmsOther kind of sensing devices and algorithms could be employed could be employed 
to extract more information about the place (e.g., credit card to extract more information about the place (e.g., credit card 
transaction record). Moreover, some GPS clustering techniques transaction record). Moreover, some GPS clustering techniques 
that have been used in some recent works could improve the that have been used in some recent works could improve the that have been used in some recent works could improve the that have been used in some recent works could improve the 
performance of our implementation.performance of our implementation.

•• It is important to It is important to evaluate the diary on real applicationsevaluate the diary on real applications to see if its to see if its 
accuracy is enough to effectively support that application.accuracy is enough to effectively support that application.
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Integration with CYC Integration with CYC 
CommonsenseCommonsense

•• Commonsense dataCommonsense data could be exploited to effectively discriminate among several could be exploited to effectively discriminate among several 
candidate places. For example, if a person went to a restaurant at noon, it is very candidate places. For example, if a person went to a restaurant at noon, it is very 
unlikely that will go to another restaurant at 2pm.unlikely that will go to another restaurant at 2pm.

•• The CYC Knowledge Base (KB) The CYC Knowledge Base (KB) contains contains over a million humancontains contains over a million human--defined defined 
assertions, rules or common sense ideas. These are formulated in the language assertions, rules or common sense ideas. These are formulated in the language assertions, rules or common sense ideas. These are formulated in the language assertions, rules or common sense ideas. These are formulated in the language 
CycL, which is based on predicate calculus.CycL, which is based on predicate calculus.

•• The Inference EngineThe Inference Engine allows to query the KB. It performs general logical allows to query the KB. It performs general logical 
deduction by using bestdeduction by using best--first search using proprietary heuristics first search using proprietary heuristics 
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CYC Result CYC Result 
(preliminary)(preliminary)
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2.2. Classification of Whereabouts Patterns Classification of Whereabouts Patterns 
from Largefrom Large--Scale Mobility DataScale Mobility Data

LongLong--term tracking of GSM tracesterm tracking of GSM traces
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Beyond the diaryBeyond the diary

•• Even in the most complete form, the diary represents user’s daily life Even in the most complete form, the diary represents user’s daily life 
in a rahter episodic wayin a rahter episodic way

home Sept. 20, 2007, 00:35am-08:45am

work Sept. 20, 2007, 09:35am-06:45pm

home Sept. 20, 2007, 09:35pm-11:45pm

•• It would be interesting to identify routine and recrruent behaviors It would be interesting to identify routine and recrruent behaviors 
from such a log.from such a log.

•• Describe the above day as “day at work and pub with friends Describe the above day as “day at work and pub with friends 
afterwards”afterwards”

HOME 21:00 HOME 21:00 –– 24:0024:00

WORK 09:00 WORK 09:00 –– 19:0019:00

HOME 00:00 HOME 00:00 –– 08:0008:00
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Routine Extraction… LDARoutine Extraction… LDA

Place Time

home Sept. 20, 2007, 00:35am-08:45am

work Sept. 20, 2007, 09:35am-06:45pm

pub Sept. 20, 2007, 07:35pm-08:45am

home Sept. 20, 2007, 09:35pm-11:45pm

… …

H H H H H H H H W W W W W W W W W E E E E H H H

… …

morning afternoon evening night

HHH1, HHH1, …. HHW2, WWW2,…
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LDALDA

•• Probabilistic model clustering words (w) in topics (z).Probabilistic model clustering words (w) in topics (z).

•• Words like HHH1, WWW2, WWW3, HHH4 will be clustered together Words like HHH1, WWW2, WWW3, HHH4 will be clustered together 
in a topic Z expressing “normal working routine” in a topic Z expressing “normal working routine” 

((FarrahiFarrahi et al., 2009)et al., 2009)
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PRO
�Topical pattern analysis

�Summarization

�Subtopic discovery

CONTRA
�Predefined number of 
topics

�Hard to interpret

ProblemProblem IdentificationIdentification

�Subtopic discovery
�Hard to interpret
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Make sense, Make sense, 
but cannot but cannot 

scale up.scale up.

ProblemProblem IdentificationIdentification

AutomaticAutomatic
butbut hardhard toto
makemake sensesense

scale up.scale up.
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ResearchResearch questionsquestions

can we identify can we identify 
patterns from patterns from 
mobility data?mobility data?

can we automatically can we automatically 
generate generate 
understandable labels understandable labels 
for topics?for topics?for topics?for topics?

can we automatically attach labels to such can we automatically attach labels to such 
behavioral patterns?behavioral patterns?
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ApplicationsApplications ofof labelinglabeling patternspatterns

createcreate anan entryentry
inin thethe useruser blogblog

communicatecommunicate
compact compact routinesroutines
affectingaffecting citycity --lifelife

LABELINGLABELING

makemake patternspatterns readilyreadily understandableunderstandable
and and usableusable in in applicationsapplications

affectingaffecting citycity --lifelife
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CANDIDATECANDIDATE

LABELSLABELS POOLPOOL
((EE..GG. “. “ WORKWORK 99--18”, 18”, 

“H“H OMEOME 1212--14”, 14”, ETCETC.).)

REPRESENTATIONSREPRESENTATIONS

OurOur methodmethod
LABELLABEL PATTERNPATTERN: : e.g.e.g. ““ WORKWORK 99--18”18”

HHH-1                 0.1599
HHH-2                 0.0752
WWW-4               0.0660 
WWW-5               0.0372
HHH-7                 0.0311
EEE-5                  0.0310
NNN-8                 0.0233
HNN-8               0.0188
…                       0.0173
…

MULTINOMIALMULTINOMIAL WORDWORD

DISTRIBUTIONSDISTRIBUTIONS

REPRESENTATIONSREPRESENTATIONS

USERUSER--GENERATEDGENERATED

BEHAVIORALBEHAVIORAL

PATTERNSPATTERNS

WWW-4               0.5598
WWW-5               0.4978
HHH-1                0.0060 
NNN-2                0.0072
EEE-7                 0.0011
EEE-8                 0.0010
frequent              0.0003
probabilistic        0.0003
algorithm            0.0001
…

KKULLBACKULLBACK --LLEIBLEREIBLER

DIVERGENCEDIVERGENCE

hourshours
dd
aa
yy
ss
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ExperimentsExperiments

REALITY MINING REALITY MINING DATASETDATASET: : 36 36 INDIVIDUALSINDIVIDUALS , 121 , 121 DAYSDAYS

USERUSER--GENERATEDGENERATED

DAYSDAYS
MULTINOMIALMULTINOMIAL

DISTRIBUTIONSDISTRIBUTIONSDISTRIBUTIONSDISTRIBUTIONS

CLASSIFICATIONCLASSIFICATION
DAYSDAYS

RECONSTRUCTIONRECONSTRUCTION
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ExperimentsExperiments
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Google Google LatitudeLatitude
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PlacePlace DiscoveryDiscovery

Automatic check-in!
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LDA LDA TopicsTopics

54
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ApplicationsApplications
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3.3. Automatic Analysis of Geotagged Automatic Analysis of Geotagged 
Photos for Intelligent Tourist ServicesPhotos for Intelligent Tourist Services

ShortShort--term tracking of Flickr dataterm tracking of Flickr data
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Applications ScenarioApplications Scenario

� Large database of geolocalized data is getting available. They implicitly reveal 

user locations… Flickr, Twitter, Foursquares, Gwalla, Facebook Places, etc.

� From the extraction of such information we foresee services to automatically 

aggregate and classify events , to develop model about human/urban behaviors.

� In such context, a lot of applications and services could be developed. In particular, 

we concentrated in the development of a touristic service for automatic 

classificatio n and recommendations from Geotagged photos able to take 

advantage of FRESH, UP to DATE, FREELY AVAILABLE information from users.
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London: users upload around 180.000 pictures/year

Pictures over London:

zone 1 and 2 during 2009

Flicker CommunityFlicker Community

Zoom over Thames.Zoom over Thames.
~ 50.000 pictures ~ 50.000 pictures 
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Photo ClusteringPhoto ClusteringPhoto ClusteringPhoto Clustering
� Pictures are aggregated around contiguos cells of 100x100 meters

� For each cell we count the number of pictures taken from distinct authors.

� Considering the whole number leads to noise (consider spamming user, 
misplaced pictures, a user taking picture to is new car, etc…)

Pictures of distinct

Between 1 and 15

Between 15 and 25

Between 25 and 50

Over 50

Pictures of distinct

users in a cell:
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Photo Clustering (II)Photo Clustering (II)
� We order cells from the most “Active” one to the minor one.

� For each cell we build a label searching for recursive terms in picture titles or 

descriptions

Between 1 and 15

Between 15 and 25

Between 25 and 50

Over 50

Pictures of distinct

users in a cell:
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CellCell selectionselection throughthrough OtzuOtzu algorithmalgorithm
•For each possible threshold (i.e., minimum number of individual photos to mark the cell 
as relevant), we compute the intra-class variance between relevant and not-relevant 
cells (see graph on the right). 

•The threshold minimizing intra-class variance is the optimal one. The algorithms 
consists thus in computing, for each threshold T:

Where ω1 are the probabilities
of the two classes, and σ2

1are
the variances of these classes
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Selected cells after Otzu filteringSelected cells after Otzu filtering
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Results ComparisonResults Comparison
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““Making Recomendations” Making Recomendations” 
based on collaborative filtering (I)based on collaborative filtering (I)

The goal is to use the information on where a user has been before  (e.g., Franco in 
London) to recommend places he might want to visit in another city (e.g., Paris). 

To perform this task, we adopted an instance-based Pearson collaborativ e 
filtering , also used by on-line shops (e.g., Amazon) to recommend items to users and 
it finds a natural application in personalized travel guides, where the attractions being 
proposed are tuned to the specific interests of a given user.

To test the performanc e of collaborative filtering in this scenario for each user in our 
dataset that visited at least two cities, we artificially removed the information on where 
she/he has been in a “test”-city and use the information on where she/he has been 
before in other cities to recommend interesting places in the “test”-city.
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“Making Recomendations” “Making Recomendations” 
based on collaborative filtering (II)based on collaborative filtering (II)

In a first set of experiments, we computed the percent of correct recommendations 
on the basis of how many places the user
actually visited in the test city :

- if the user visits only few places , the algorithm 
results not really effective in pin-pointing
(recommending) exactly those peculiar locations.
- if the user visits a lot of places, several of our 
recommendations match those places actually recommendations match those places actually 
visited

In a second set of experiments, we performed a similar kind of analysis, but on the x-
axis there is the number of places visited
before, by the user:

-more places the user has visited before,  better 
recommendations could be provided
-good results comprise also those users to which 
only few spots have to be guessed
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4.4. Discovering largeDiscovering large--scale city dynamics scale city dynamics 
through Nokia Sports Trackerthrough Nokia Sports Tracker
online repository of GPS tracksonline repository of GPS tracksonline repository of GPS tracksonline repository of GPS tracks

Short term on Nokia Sport Tracker DataShort term on Nokia Sport Tracker Data
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Main IdeaMain Idea

•• Aggregate lots of GPS traces Aggregate lots of GPS traces annotated with the annotated with the 
activityactivity the user was performing at that time to the user was performing at that time to 
discover areas in the city where that activity is discover areas in the city where that activity is 
performed most.performed most.

•• Also temporal analysis to discover the temporal Also temporal analysis to discover the temporal •• Also temporal analysis to discover the temporal Also temporal analysis to discover the temporal 
patterns with which a given area is used.patterns with which a given area is used.

•• Nokia Sport Tracker datasetNokia Sport Tracker dataset. Large (90GB) dataset . Large (90GB) dataset 
of sportof sport--annotated GPS activities.annotated GPS activities.

–– Computational problems arise… need for spatial Computational problems arise… need for spatial 
indices, and preindices, and pre--computation…computation…
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Nokia Sport TrackerNokia Sport Tracker
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Global Temporal AnalysisGlobal Temporal Analysis
•• Simple statistical analyses on Nokia Sports Tracker dataset allow to Simple statistical analyses on Nokia Sports Tracker dataset allow to 

highlight differences across cities.highlight differences across cities.

•• We computed the minimum, maximum and average of the number We computed the minimum, maximum and average of the number 
of users of the city on a monthly base and on an hourly base.of users of the city on a monthly base and on an hourly base.
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Finer Grain AnalysisFiner Grain Analysis

•• Apply statistical techniques to smooth individual traces in the city Apply statistical techniques to smooth individual traces in the city 
concerning specific activites, in order to highlight patterns and areas concerning specific activites, in order to highlight patterns and areas 
of interest.of interest.

•• Kernel density estimationKernel density estimation. is a non. is a non--parametric way of estimating parametric way of estimating 
the probability density function of a random variable. Given some the probability density function of a random variable. Given some the probability density function of a random variable. Given some the probability density function of a random variable. Given some 
data about a sample of a population, kernel density estimation data about a sample of a population, kernel density estimation 
makes it possible to extrapolate the data to the entire populationmakes it possible to extrapolate the data to the entire population
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KDE ParametersKDE Parameters

•• KK is the kenel function, it does not affect results significantly, so we is the kenel function, it does not affect results significantly, so we 
used “traditional” Gaussian kernel.used “traditional” Gaussian kernel.

•• hh is bandwidth which controls the smoothness of the density is bandwidth which controls the smoothness of the density 
estimate.estimate.estimate.estimate.

–– In the case of a normal distributed kernel, h represents the In the case of a normal distributed kernel, h represents the 
standard deviation of the normal distribution. The contribution of standard deviation of the normal distribution. The contribution of 
a track to the density of a point x sharply decreases as the a track to the density of a point x sharply decreases as the 
distance from the track increases (the distance from the track increases (the 6868--9595--99.7 rule states that 99.7 rule states that 
for a normal for a normal distribution, nearly all values lie within 3 standard distribution, nearly all values lie within 3 standard 
deviations of the mean).deviations of the mean).

–– h as the average minimum separation between tracks implies h as the average minimum separation between tracks implies 
that relative clusters of tracks are “collapsed” in a single peak of that relative clusters of tracks are “collapsed” in a single peak of 
the density function, while the density of points farther away the density function, while the density of points farther away 
from all the tracks will be close to 0from all the tracks will be close to 0
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KDE ParametersKDE Parameters
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ResutlsResutls

www.mysportpals.com
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ValidationValidation

•• Ok, cool… but can you validate your results?Ok, cool… but can you validate your results?

•• Difficult problem groundtruth missing…Difficult problem groundtruth missing…

•• Compare with other dataset, looking for correlation.Compare with other dataset, looking for correlation.

•• In the cycling case, we can compare obtained KDE with KDE In the cycling case, we can compare obtained KDE with KDE •• In the cycling case, we can compare obtained KDE with KDE In the cycling case, we can compare obtained KDE with KDE 
obtained using bike routes of the city. Pearson correlation between obtained using bike routes of the city. Pearson correlation between 
the two distributions.the two distributions.
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ConclusionsConclusions
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Future WorksFuture Works

•• Better ways of validating results, comparison with other datasetsBetter ways of validating results, comparison with other datasets

•• Information obtained by combining different data sourcesInformation obtained by combining different data sources

–– Mobility and yellow Mobility and yellow pagespages

www.mrtyp.it

•• A lot of ad hoc approaches… the line between principled research and hacking A lot of ad hoc approaches… the line between principled research and hacking 
becomes rather thin…becomes rather thin…

–– General approaches to analyze and visualize whereabouts dataGeneral approaches to analyze and visualize whereabouts data

–– General approaches to extract features from mobile dataGeneral approaches to extract features from mobile data

•• Techniques being developed could give hints and insights on analyzing other Techniques being developed could give hints and insights on analyzing other 
data (e.g., user activity on the basis of bodydata (e.g., user activity on the basis of body--worn sensors)worn sensors)

•• Life logging.Life logging.


